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chaos edition may be nintendo's most ambitious hack. its biggest achievement is that it runs super mario 64 almost perfectly. this means fewer glitches, slower loading times and faster gameplay. the game runs incredibly well when compared to its commercial ancestor. but something as important as being
well-engineered is the way it portrays the game. though chaos edition is a rom hack, it's been designed with a run-time that feels just like the first game, right down to the being able to play it right after you beat super mario 64. though it runs extremely well, chaos edition also takes the original and modifies
aspects of how things work. though chaos edition is a great project for ocarina of time fans looking for an adventure, it's not an adventure in the traditional sense. rather, it's best described as a hack. that's because all the collected content in chaos edition comes from ocarina of time fan hacks that have been
tested, reconfigured, optimized and enhanced. that's not to say that chaos edition is completely without original content. for example, like super mario 64 ds, there are three original songs, but they are not built into the game, they're only hearable using an original midi file. there are also six original music
tracks, which you can play by hitting the b button while holding down the a button. the sound quality is dismal, and it's only worth listening to if you want to learn more about how the game is constructed. chaos edition has been in development for a decade, and it's clear that the modder put a lot of effort into
making it as perfect as possible. if you're looking for a fresh rom hack that's easy to pick up and love, check out chaos edition.
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